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Monthly Commentary – February 2017

Developments in the global economy

Global economic data continues to show incremental improvement. Domestic readings are better described as
mixed, but the Reserve Bank appears to be signaling an end to Australian rate cuts.

Australia

The Australian economy grew by 1.1% in the December quarter following a 0.7% decline in the September
quarter. While the rebound was welcomed and put paid to suggestions the Australian economy was on the
verge of recession, over the past 12 months GDP has managed to increase by only 2.4%. Other indicators
released during the month showed the mixed fortunes of the Australian economy. The Westpac- Melbourne
Institute Consumer Sentiment Index increased by 2.3% to 99.6 in February suggesting a balance between
optimists and pessimists, but remains low given current interest rate settings. Labour force data showed a
13,500 increase in employed people in January with the unemployment rate falling to 5.7% from 5.8% a month
earlier. However, part-time employment continues to be the major driver of labour market improvement
increasing by 58,300 in January while full-time employment decreased by 44,800. Over the past 12 months,
part-time employment has increased by nearly 160,000. In contrast, full-time employment has fallen by 56,100.

US

Recent comments from US Fed officials suggest a March rate increase is likely, despite testimony from the Fed
Chair Janet Yellen to Congress in mid-February on current economic uncertainty given fiscal policy was in
transition as a result of the new administration and overseas developments remained volatile. US Fed
comments about moderate growth and gradually rising inflation were confirmed by February’s data. US inflation
figures continue to move higher with core inflation rising by 0.3% in January to be 2.3% above year ago levels.
The headline inflation rate showed a larger 0.6% rise or 2.5% above year ago levels. Retail sales surprised on
the upside increasing by 0.4% in January following a 1.0% increase in December. Despite a sharp fall in motor
vehicle sales, strength in gas sales, restaurants and electronics led to the positive outcome for the month.

Europe

European inflation increased by 2.0% in year-on-year terms in February. The steady rise in inflation over the
past 12 months prompted the European Central Bank (ECB) to state that “acute deflation risks have
disappeared” but “support from monetary policy measures is still needed”. This likely reflects still lack-lustre
growth readings. Euro area GDP increased 1.7% year-on-year in the December quarter, a slight easing from
the 1.8% pace in the September quarter. Consumer confidence also dipped marginally in February, although
the trend has improved since mid-2016. It should be noted there are substantial country differences with
German and Spanish consumers significantly more confident than the French or Italians. The Greeks remain
by far the most pessimistic.

China

Chinese inflation data continues to tick up but is yet to pose a problem. Consumer prices increased by 1% in
January following a run of subdued results to be 2.5% above year ago levels. Prices tend to rise sharply at the
start of the year but tail off as the year progresses. So, unless there is a run of large price increases, the
Chinese authorities are unlikely to put too much emphasis on inflation. Manufacturing survey data released
early in March suggests the economic pulse is little changed over the past few months. This was reinforced by
the non-manufacturing purchasing managers’ index which fell slightly to 54.2 in February from 54.6 a month
earlier.

Japan

Preliminary data for the December quarter showed Japanese GDP growth of 0.2% compared to market
expectations of a 0.3% result. Each subsequent quarter of 2016 has shown growth slowing, a point reinforced
by the Bank of Japan’s decision to leave interest rates unchanged at -0.1% at its January meeting. Despite the
weak GDP figures, some economic data such as the Leading Economic Index improved, suggesting weakness
seen in the December quarter may not persist.
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Developments in financial markets

Reporting season saw Australian equities rebound from January’s weak start while US equities have again hit
all-time highs. Fixed interest markets had a largely uneventful month with yields ending the month little changed.

Australian Shares

The ASX200 Accumulation Index increased by 2.3% in February following a 0.8% decline in January. Small
cap stocks underperformed their larger counterparts returning 1.3% in the month. Resource stocks fell by 3.4%
with Rio down 4.6% and BHP falling 6.2%, despite continued strength in iron ore prices. Reporting season
during the month was mainly positive with companies releasing results largely in line with expectations and
providing guidance suggesting improvement over the course of the year. Best performing sectors were
Consumer Staples (+6.2%), Property trusts (+4.2%) and Financials (+4.1%) while Materials (-3.2%), Telecoms
(-3.1%) and Energy (-2.1%) were the laggards.

International Shares

Positive momentum continued in US equities with new highs reached in February. The S&P500 increased by
3.7% following January’s 1.9% rise. US economic data continues to be supportive with consumer sentiment
improving. Positive results were not confined to the US with European markets also performing strongly. The
French CAC40 index increased by 2.3% and the German DAX rose 2.6%. The Shanghai Composite showed
a similar increase of 2.2%. Japan’s Nikkei Index was the major laggard of the developed markets increasing
only 0.3%.

Australian Fixed Interest and Cash

The Reserve Bank Governor Philip Lowe suggested further rate cuts are unlikely at the House of
Representatives Standing Committee on Economics in February, although the strength of A$ could increasing
become a concern. Australian government bond yields were largely unchanged with 10 year government bonds
ending the month at 2.73% compared to 2.71% a month earlier. Corporate bonds outperformed government
bonds returning 0.33% in February. Over the past 12 months, the Bloomberg AusBond Credit Index has
returned 3.5% compared to the 1.0% return of the government counterpart.

International Fixed Interest

US government bond yields fell slightly in February with the 10 year bond yield ending the month at 2.42% from
2.46% a month earlier. Comments by the US Fed Governor on the current economic uncertainty may have
prompted speculation that further rate hikes were not as likely as previously expected. European bond yields
reversed January’s rise with German 10 year government bond yield closing the month at 0.2% while French
and Italian yields also ended lower. International fixed interest outperformed in February with the Bloomberg
Barclays Global Aggregate (Hedged) returning 0.9%, substantially above the Australian Composite bond return
of 0.2%

Property

Steady bond yields and a positive reporting season saw A- REITs rebound returning 4.2% in February following
a 4.8% fall in January.  Charter Hall (+11.9%) and Abacus Group (+10.3%) were the best performers, but
almost all stocks in the sector posted a positive return in the month.

As in Australia, global REITs rebounded following a weak January. The impact of rising bond yields can still be
seen in the negative returns over the past six months but the last few months have seen a substantial rebound
in line with the broader equities market.

Currency and commodities

The Australian dollar continued to strengthen through February reaching US$0.7674 by the end of the month.
RBA commentary suggesting further rate cuts are unlikely helped the A$.  Iron ore prices saw a double digit
rise to end the month above US$90/t but other commodities struggled after recent gains.  Lead, zinc and copper
all ended the month lower.
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Key market returns at 28 February 2017
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